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designed two new turbo systems for the â€” F-body LSx cars. Our system has a very unique,
proprietary passenger side cast On 3 Performance V-banded manifold. That really one main
item that seperates our kit from any other design on the market. As for our driverside manifold,
that will retain the 3 bolt mounting flange for the current production design and is also cast. The
y-pipe we built off each manifold is 2. Each kit will include our On 3 Performance 70mm
turbocharger. We have put over 2x, miles on that car and the turbo has proven the test of time.
We use this turbo in almost all of our kits and will have no problem supporting up to around
rwhp. Check out the dyno graph in the photo section and look at the numbers our most recent
customer has made on ONLY 7. This was a factory long block Z28 LS1, stock heads and paired
up with a turbo and unlocked converter. Check out the video of the car on the dyno and much
more content on Youtube and Instagram â€” Follow: On3Performance. Some say turbo cars are
quite but under partial or full throttle, an open downpipe it somewhat obnoxious. Moving on to
the cold side of the kit, we have built a 2. Our 5 ply On 3 Performance silicone couplers connect
each intercooler pipe together and t-bolt clamps ensure maximum clamping force and prevent

any intercooler pipes from blowing. Each pipe is bead rolled on both ends to add extra
protection from losing a pipe under boost. All intercooler piping is made from aluminum to help
dissipate heat and also keep weight down over using stainless. Lastly, our kit is designed
without a maf provision, most all builds we see go speed density for tuning so if you plan on
running a maf, you will need to adapt that on your own. We weighted out our options with this
kit and decided to keep the radiator in the stock location. We were able to keep the turbo higher
mounted than the oil pan but the drain has pretty much a horizontal transistion back into the
pan which can back up oil to the turbocharger. We do not include any warranty on the
turbocharger unless you purchase the optional On 3 oil scavenge pump listed below in the
optional items list. This assists with the draining process of the turbo and keeps flow where it
needs to be. An added benefit to running the pump, you can tap the oil filler cap and pump the
oil up and return through that port. Avoiding the need to drill and tap the oil pan. You will see in
our optional item list we now offer a gravity drain back kit. We have found if you use our very
specific drain kit, there is enough downward pull to get your oil back into the pan. Up until now,
you would always have to run an electric scavenge pump. If you purchase this kit, you will
maintain your factory turbo warranty on the turbo. This will save you money and also simplify
the turbo drain setup. Now that you have a grasp on all the items and how complete the kits
come, you should feel very confident in your purchase. You must be logged in to post a review.
If you do not know what you are doing with turbo sizing, please call in for advice. We do not
want to see you ruin your turbo from lack of proper understanding about motor cubic inch size
and turbo exhaust wheel sizing. We most commonly see this when our customers try to put a 65
exhaust wheel on a 6. The rule of thumb is the larger the motor, the larger the exhaust wheel
you are going to need. If you put too small of a turbo on too large of a motor, the turbo will fail
due to this. Again, if you have questions, please call. The 6. SKU: LS1ac Categories: Camaro ,
Turbocharging Systems Tags: 4th gen , camaro , camaro single turbo , camaro ss , camaro ss
turbo , camaro ss turbocharged , camaro turbo , camaro turbo system , camaro twin turbo , ls1 ,
on 3 performance , trans am , trans am turbo , trans am turbo system , Turbocharger , twin turbo
, z28 , z28 turbo , z28 turbocharged. Description Reviews 0 Description See the kit in action, this
car has been 9. Reviews There are no reviews yet. Rated 4. JavaScript seems to be disabled in
your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your
browser. Replacement headlight switch with internal 30 amp circuit breaker included. Retention
collar nut, adjustable length shaft, and custom knob are also included. Standard turn signal
flasher, hazard flasher, and horn relay mounted on fuse panel. Fuse box designed to fit in
original location. All required hardware supplied. New ATO fuse allows easy fuse and circuit
breaker accessibility. Harness is laid out and formed to allow for nearly all after market
accessories such as; gauge packages, wiper systems, heat and air conditioning systems, etc.
Original switch connector bodies! Exclusive to American Autowire 5. Steering column
connectors will plug directly into most after market steering columns as well as and later GM
columns which utilize stock GM turn signal switches The original column can also be wired by
using the supplied mating connector and terminals. Original Dash Panel instrument Cluster
Connector 7. All original terminals, connectors exclusively from American Autowire , and light
sockets are also supplied for original cluster gauges. However, the best aspect of the
disconnect system is that any gauge cluster package can be easily and neatly wired in. New
ignition switch is included with indexed connector. Additionally the system comes with column
mounted ignition switch connectors for adapting late model columns models. Rear body
harness assembly is designed to plug into the main harness in the original connector bodies.
Flexibility in harness design allows for original or custom routing. Rear body wiring includes
backup light wires and mating connectors for backup light leads. License plate lead,
connectors, and terminals included. Fuel tank sender wire and terminal included. Youll find all
the original style light socket pigtails packed into every aspect of this system making it the
most complete system of its type in the industry! New floor dimmer switch is provided. Wire
length and connection accommodate original floor mount dimmer switch Original bulkhead
connector for the engine and front light wiring is included and ready for installation. Original
routing of the new harness without any body modifications! Original boots for every location
needing protection!! Exclusive to American Autowire Engine wiring includes connectors for
original points type as well as H. Power and tach connectors supplied for GM H. Original light
sockets! Front lighting includes extra long leads for special routing when custom under hood
appearance is desired. All headlight, park light and directional light connectors and terminals
are provided, as well as a switched trigger wire for electric fan relay usually recommended with
AC. This product can expose you to chemicals including lead and di 2-ethylhexyl phthalate,
which are known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive
harm. For more information visit: Shop by your vehicle Close. Classic Update Kit - Chevy

Camaro. Add to Cart. Add to Compare Add to Wishlist. Prop 65 Warning. Fit Notes. Related
Products. It was designed as a reliable lower cost, more efficient alternative to fuel pump
upgrading. Our new concept was to forever change the way we look at increasing fuel delivery.
See Fuel Pump Tech. Splice just one wire and ground the other. Works on any 12V pump with
12 or 16V battery. Others must wire and mount 2 separate modules at considerable higher cost.
Tens of thousands sold since Actually increases life of returnless pumps. All top quality hi-temp
components. While dyno and street testing, our On Board Data Logger told us that fuel flow was
less at night when the lights, stereo etc. The voltage to the pump was varying between 12 and
No hidden costs. Installation hardware included. This is the original time proven voltage booster
concept introduced by Kenne Bell in Used on all our own supercharger kits including Hellcat,
Charger, Redeye and Demon. It is the largest stock pump that we ever tested â€” and we test a
lot of fuel systems. Higher HP requires more fuel. How do we compare to the latest 2 and 3
pump billet hat systems? Any flow of liquid through piping creates friction heat. The higher the
flow, the greater the friction heat build up. Remember that gas begins to boil at 95 degrees. This
is an example of where larger and more i. Kenne Bell offers the ideal BAP set up for any fuel
system. Get a fuel gauge
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. If a fuel pump is incapable of supplying an adequate volume at WOT, then the pressure will
drop off at the higher rpm levels. Pressure is everything to the fuel injectors. No new expensive
billet hats, supply and return lines, valves, regulators, relays, wiring, connectors and fittings are
required. And no driveability issues. NOTE: Some variations of this product are for closed
course competition use only not intended for street use. See price list for more information. For
more information, visit Quiet operation. No fuel lines, hat, pump, regulator and wiring upgrades
required. Regulates pump voltage so fuel flow is not affected by electrical loads and voltage
variations. All necessary wiring and hardware included. No complicated pausing, delaying or
ramping necessary. No computers, tuning or linking required. Only activated under boost when
extra fuel is needed. High quality components. Not necessary to mount in the cool passenger
compartment like others. Read More Fuel Pump Tech.

